Note: Presentation of the abstract with several samples of BIAS.
1)Single-author abstract presented in “own” session. Gone through ordinary reviewing process?? NO! 
Based on peer reviews, the ESPU scientific committee would probably have accepted this abstract for a poster
presentation.
However, BIAS, does not make this a convincing paper.
Note: ESPU protocol on how to grade an abstract J Pediatr Urol. 2018 Jul 21
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The Nordic consensus statement advocate orchidopexy at an early age for primary non-descended testicles (6-12 months of age).
The rationale for early intervention is to reduce the risk of later malignancy and to increase fertility. In the present study we sought
to investigate the outcomes of surgical intervention of secondary non-descended testicles at a tertiary Swedish center. The patient
group in mind are the ones in the bottom box.
( The author is at least NOT biased by being part of the Nordic consensus group  )
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BIASES in study design: 1. Confounding factor such as: Early after surgery. Still post-op swelling. 2. Time in high inguinal
position not calculated (some might have gotten early intervention others later). 3. Control group: All boys < 10 years old in
extended family/ neighborhood (from same two families)/ all from same non-Swedish/ non-European region.
3. Assessment by palpation different from assessment with ultrasound. Risk of BIAS. (In addition: assessor knowing which side
has been operated on) 4. Patients were excluded for incomplete data or loss for follow-up. Data not corresponding with what was
wanted?
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Age span can be very important. I.e. mean age in one group might include an age span of 2-15 whereas the other group might be 35 years, this may impact size of testicles a lot.
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Comments for questioning:
• All boys from other surgeons in at the department were excluded. All the ones were inguinal hernia was not found had been
operated with Bianchi method and these were excluded
• Who assessed the patients? The surgeon- yes!
•US compared with manual control. (preop US on inguinal testicle BUT manual on the other side)
•follow-up in the present cohort was short (median 3 months), VERY short follow-up
•Comparison with contralateral testicle is not reported. If this had been done maybe the difference between manual palpation vs
Ultrasound might have been found.
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Bars demonstrating variability would be valuable. Note, volume PREOP was measured with ultrasound but POSTOP was
measured manually about 3 months after surgery.
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This slide Is just to demonstrate how conclusions could have been stated in this FAKE poster presentation related to
BIAS.
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How did you find your control subjects?
Any limitations to the methods and investigation
Where all colleagues involved in acquiring patients?
Was all available data considered?
What statistical tests did you use?
Are you part of the Nordic consensus group?
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Clear objective
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Would recon that the reviewer would think that all outcomes were analyzed and concluded on. The testicles were compared within
the same patient but also with a control group. Some kind of index was used- a little bit unclear but could probably be sorted out at
the presentation. Important to know that retractile testicles should be followed yearly in order to operate promptly. …. Abstract
should be accepted!
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